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Farzad Naimi (MS 86)
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Northern California. GGU has given many people
such as Farzad Naimi the opportunity
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careers. GGU is still that place, helping adults

work, learn and succeed.

The Centennial Campaign for GGU

For more than 104 years, Golden Gate University has been a
leader in educating working adults. Its unique brand of professional-practice education will continue for centuries to come

Campaign Initiatives & By the Numbers
The campaign for GGU seeks to increase the university’s
capacity in five key areas: learning environment, technology,
scholarships, teaching and learning, and endowment.
Plus, our fund-raising progress to date (p. 14)

GGU Vice President of Operations and CFO Jeff Bialik
illustrates GGU’s multiphase, 10-year facilities master plan

Profiles: Lead Givers
Alumni & friends, bequests, and corporations & foundations
make leadership contributions to The Centennial Campaign

Steering the Course & Campaign Donors
A dedicated, hard-working group of alumni and friends
comprise the campaign steering committee. And a list of
our donors so far
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s c h e d u l e o f u p c o m i n g eve n t s

Golden Gate University
Board of Trustees
Chair
Curtis Burr (BA 74, MBA 76)

july
Alumni Day at SBC Park
Join fellow alumni and friends for the
San Francisco Giants vs. St. Louis
Cardinals baseball game and tailgate.
The price of $35 per person includes the
tailgate party and one view-reserved
ticket; 11 am. Info: Lenore Junker, 415442-7824 or ljunker@ggu.edu.

september
8

14

16

23

Tax-Expert Lecture
“Family Limited Partnerships and
Valuation Issues” (one hour CPE/MCLE).
536 Mission St., 12–1:30 pm. Info:
Joel Segovia, 415-442-7880 or
jsegovia@ggu.edu.
Enterprise Executive Speaker Series
Part of a series of interactive panel discussions on technology topics. 536
Mission St., Room 400, 5–7 pm; simulcast live at GGU sites in San Francisco,
San Jose, Walnut Creek and Sacramento.
Info: Lenore Junker, 415-442-7824 or
ljunker@ggu.edu.
School of Tax Career Fair
Tax students are encouraged to bring
resumes and meet tax employers. 536
Mission St., 3–5 pm. Info: Joel Segovia,
415-442-7880 or jsegovia@ggu.edu.
Accounting Career Fair
Students and alumni are encouraged to
bring resumes and meet recruiters from
CPA firms and government agencies. 536
Mission St., 3–5 pm. Info: Amy Wilson,
415-442-7863 or awilson@ggu.edu.

october
19

4

Alumni Awards Luncheon
The annual celebration of alumni and

Principal, Burr, Pilger and Mayer LLP

awardees. Info: Lenore Junker, 415-4427824 or ljunker@ggu.edu.

Vice Chairs
Douglas D. Abbey

Public Displays

Chair, AMB Capital Partners LLC

21

28

IP Law Conference
The Fifth Annual Conference on Recent
Developments in Intellectual Property
Law will focus on content management
and regulation. 536 Mission St., 9 am–
6 pm. Info: Ross Lawley, 415-442-6604
or rlawley@ggu.edu.
Tax-Expert Lecture
“Ethics in Taxation: A Historical Overview”
(one hour CPE/MCLE). 536 Mission St.,
12–1:30 pm. Info: Joel Segovia, 415442-7880 or jsegovia@ggu.edu.

Tracey Edwards (JD 81, LLM 83)
Deputy Managing Partner—Tax, Deloitte & Touche LLP

Kenneth B. Weeman Jr. (MBA 90)
Treasurer
Anthony Pollace (BS 66)
CFO, ManyOne Networks Inc.

18

Environmental-Law Symposium
Experts from around the world meet at
this annual conference to explore global
environmental concerns. 536 Mission
St., 9 am–5 pm. Info: Lorri Ungaretti,
415-442-6636 or lungaretti@ggu.edu.

Corporate Secretary, Chevron Corp.

Cheik Bambara
President, GGU Student Government Association

Law School Swearing-In Ceremony
July 2005 bar-passers may be sworn in
at GGU’s ceremony, which satisfies state
and federal requirements. Info: 415442-6602 or lawalumni@ggu.edu.

december
8

9

Tax-Expert Lecture
“Section 1031 Today” (one hour CPE/
MCLE). 536 Mission St., 12–1:30 pm.
Info: Joel Segovia, 415-442-7880 or
jsegovia@ggu.edu.
Bridge Society Luncheon
Our annual reception for those who have
included GGU in their estate plans. Info:
Elizabeth Brady, 415-442-7813 or
ebrady@ggu.edu.
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officially talking to you about Golden

4. Provide teaching-and-learning resources to deliver the

Gate University’s first capital campaign

highest possible level of professional-practice education, as
required by the business community.

The Centennial Campaign for GGU:

5. Grow the university endowment to secure GGU’s future.

Work. Learn. Succeed. So simple, yet it says so

And I am even more excited to be able to tell you we have

much. The bold, colorful building blocks that

surpassed our first goal. We had hoped to raise half of our

comprise the campaign logo are everything that is a

financial goal by the time we took The Centennial
Campaign for GGU public. We have

Richard E. Belluzzo (BS 75, LHD 04)

The exciting part begins now, as we take this
campaign public and invite all alumni, friends,
and the business and law communities of
the Bay Area and beyond to join us.

Ann Moller Caen (MBA 88)
President (Retired), Moller & Associates

Cameron Carlson (JD 90)
President, Pacific Advisory Group

Frank Felicelli (MBA 82)
Executive Vice President, Franklin Private Client Group

Normita Fenn (BA 65, MBA 83)

done it. Thanks to all who have participated in the campaign thus far, we
stand at 70 percent of our total campaign goal. The campaign steering committee (meet them on p. 22) and staff
have been working so hard for several
years to bring us to this point. They

President, GGU Alumni Association Board of Directors

Golden Gate education: students, alumni, friends, professors,

Philip Friedman, PhD

tba

3. Increase scholarship assistance to support students.

in more than 30 years.

Secretary
Lydia Beebe (MBA 80)

Chair and CEO, Quantum Corp.

november

cannot tell you how excited I am to be

I

Vice Chair (Retired), Dresdner RCM Global Investors

classrooms, hard work, intense learning. All coming together to

President, Golden Gate University

culminate in success.

Madelyn Mallory (MBA 93)
President, Catalyst Financial Planning and
Investment Management

and we should be very, very proud.
But this is only the beginning: The exciting part begins
now, as we take this campaign public and invite all alumni,

And, we are all coming together to ensure the success of this

friends, and the business and law communities of the Bay Area

John C. Martin (MBA 84, LHD 03)

essential campaign for our future. Our future: The more GGU

President and CEO, Gilead Sciences Inc.

evolves to provide its exceptional, unique brand of professional-

This commemorative issue of ggu magazine shares our

Linda G. Montgomery (MBA 84)

practice education, the prouder its alumni will be of their

plans, our people and our progress. I sincerely thank all those

degrees and their alma mater. We share this future: you, me and,

who have brought us to where we are right now and invite past

most importantly, our students.

and future donors to join us to ensure the success of this cam-

Certified Public Accountant

Allan H. Rappaport, MD (JD 85)
Chair, NES Holdings Inc.

Our campaign objectives must be met to keep pace with the

Paul Regan (MS 79)

and beyond to join us.

paign — the success of Golden Gate University.

President and Chair, Hemming Morse Inc.

dynamic needs of adult working students in the ever-changing

You are a key part of the future of The Centennial

J.R. Richards

21st-century marketplace. The Centennial Campaign for GGU

Campaign for GGU. Together, we will continue to work, learn

seeks to raise $35 million. As you may already know, our fund-

and succeed.

President, GGU Student Bar Association

Dan Riley (MBA 81)

raising efforts are focusing on five key areas:

President (Retired), Global Treasury Services,
Bank of America Corp.

1. Upgrade the learning environment by renovating class-

Linda Salter
Chancellor (Retired), West Valley–Mission Community
College District

Les Schmidt (MS 81)
Senior Vice President, Macromedia.com/Entrepreneur

rooms and lecture halls.
Photo: Gene Dailey
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2. Stay ahead of the technology curve, ensuring GGU is at
the forefront of universities nationwide.

Philip Friedman, PhD
President

[ ggu ]
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[ editorially yours ]

news and notes on campus

Now, Let’s go to the Video Tape…

President
Philip Friedman, PhD

W

hen CyberCampus first started in 1997, its focus was on
delivering course content in a format such that even a student
with the most unsophisticated computer system or tenuous
Internet connection would be able to take and complete online
courses successfully. However, as computers and broadband connectivity became cheaper, and the public became more technologically
proficient, CyberCampus began to explore the possibility of incorporating video into its courses.
The first videos in a CyberCampus course were created in 2000 by
Professor Frank Ramaizel in the School of Taxation. These videos
were postage-stamp-size “talking heads” of Ramaizel explaining tax
concepts. Although the videos were not flashy or polished, Ramaizel
got positive feedback from his students about the idea of incorporating video into CyberCampus courses.
Course videos can be a very effective method to convey content.
Many people are visual or aural learners, and retain more of what they
see and hear than what they read. However, it takes forethought and
planning to deliver instructional impact in an easily accessible way.
Simply filming a three-hour class and streaming it through the Web to
students’ desktops is not the most effective way to present course material: It’s difficult to see an entire classroom on a computer screen, it can
get boring, and there’s no opportunity to interact with the student.
CyberCampus encourages faculty to script and present engaging
three- to five-minute video clips geared toward a specific goal, such as
a course or personal introduction designed to create a more intimate,
engaging course experience and provide the “personal touch” that is
often difficult to convey through text; reinforcement of course content, using video to highlight concepts in the lesson that are particularly important; interviews to incorporate guest lecturers into the

Vice President, University Advancement
Elizabeth Brady

Out and Loud

I

Editor in Chief/Art Director
Lauren Hauptman

don’t like keep-

My favorite shoot was with the campaign

ing secrets. I like

steering committee (p. 22). The hardest part

knowing secrets. I

was getting them to stop laughing; of course it

like telling secrets.

might have been easier if I hadn’t repeatedly

I just don’t like

tripped over the giant roll of paper (balance

Kent Taylor

keeping them.

isn’t something I keep well, either). This is a

Copy Editor
Daniel Nevers

The Centennial Campaign for GGU hasn’t

group of people who genuinely seem to enjoy

exactly been a secret-secret, but it’s been in

each other and really, really have committed

what’s called a “quiet phase” for some time. I

themselves to the success of the campaign and

am not a quiet person, so I am glad we have

the university.

gone officially public in this issue of the magazine. Out and loud is much more my style.

The entire Office of University Advancement, of which I am part, is putting a tremen-

I have been rather involved in the commu-

dous amount of time and effort into this

nications facets of the campaign thus far. The

campaign. It is about the future of this univer-

logo was designed with the help of a phenom-

sity, and each one of us has been heartened

enally talented former GGU graphic designer,

and inspired by the incredible efforts of the

Ginny Parsons, and all the collateral materials

campaign volunteers and the financial votes of

(including this magazine) and graphic ele-

confidence from alumni and friends so far.

ments are put together to truly reflect GGU:

So it’s out: Welcome to The Centennial

bold, bright and meaningful. Like the cam-

Campaign for GGU. It’s success is so impor-

paign, the designs speak about where we’ve

tant to us that we’ve devoted nearly this

been, where we are and where we are going.

entire issue of your magazine to telling you

And we are going places, thanks, in large

about it, and we’ll continually update you in

part, to our lead donors. Working with some

future issues. We know its success is just as

of them on their photo shoots for this issue

important to you.

was particularly fun: Ask seriously successful,
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Luckily, they all knew how — part of the balance of being a GGU grad, I guess (p. 18).
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sometimes imposing people to stand on a huge
white piece of paper and tell them to

class; and demonstrations to highlight concepts that are more easily
shown than explained, such as good interview skills.
Faculty members work with instructional designers and other
CyberCampus staff to create interesting and informative video material that is pedagogically sound and meets the learning objectives of
the course. CyberCampus technical
staff works with the videos to opti“a short
mize them for student viewing. (To
video
view videos instructors have actually
engages
created for their courses, visit
students’
http://internet.ggu.edu/~lwebb/
attention
videoetip.html.)
Lynette Webb, an adjunct profesand helps
sor, is one of the instructors incorthem
porating the video technology in
focus.”
her classes. “I chose to use a short
video introduction so that entering students, who might have been
uneasy about taking a completely online class, would feel more
comfortable,” she said. “I find that a short video also engages students’ attention and helps them focus as they move onto the ‘drier’
text materials in my class. … And I’m a bit of a ham, so making a
video was fun.”
“Communication is everything in education. When communication is remote and digital, the ability to introduce voice, pictures and
video dramatically increases intimacy and connection,” said Marvin
Weinbaum, dean of CyberCampus. “We’ve taken that first step in
what will surely become a required part of any distance-learning
experience, and we look forward to expanding the use of video technology in GGU classes.” —Kate Hance

future dean of GGU’s School of
Technology and Industry, was teaching
in a new program at Golden Gate: an
MBA with a telecommunications emphasis. In his class, several women met and
started a professional networking organization called Women In Telecommunications (WIT).
Among its achievements, WIT cosponsored World Telecommunications
Year in 1983, with the Northern
California United Nations organization;

organized one of the first professional
women’s exchanges with the People’s
Republic of China in 1985, sponsored by
[ ggu ]

the All China Women’s Federation and the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications; and went on to become an organization of more than 500 members, many
of whom are GGU alumni.
Co-sponsored by GGU, the group’s 25th
anniversary reunion on March 25, 2005, in
Oakland was called “Gathering our
WITs.” WIT co-founder and former
School of Technology Associate Dean
Constance Beutel (MPA 75) welcomed
GGU alumni Lucia Chaudron (MS 92),
Judy Lee (MS 95), Mae Jean Go (MS 02),
several GGU students and other members.
7
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SOT Merges Into ASOB Mock and Awe
n a move designed “to focus on strengthening our technology and business
programs,” the programs of GGU’s School of Technology (SOT) are being
relocated to the Edward S. Ageno School of Business’ newly formed Department
of Information-Technology Management, effective July 1, 2005.
The decision to close the School of Technology was approved by the GGU board
of trustees and “was based on our strategic assessment of industry trends, including
the strong market convergence
of business and technology, and “This action should align our degree
programs more closely with the needs
the redesign of our programs to of the marketplace and leverage
reflect that union,” President synergies to better serve our students
and industry constituents.”
Phil Friedman said.
“This action should align our degree programs more closely with the needs of
the marketplace and leverage synergies to better serve our students and industry constituents,” Friedman added. “It will also serve to improve the university’s future
financial results by reducing expenses while retaining enrollment in the current academic programs and setting a solid foundation for future growth.”
SOT revamped and condensed its degree programs last year to focus more on the
management of technology, in response to “the dramatic convergence taking place
in information technology and the equally dramatic changes in the IT industry.” The
relocation of SOT into the business school is seen as the next logical step.
Ageno School of Business Dean Terry Connelly thinks the students and alumni
of the School of Technology will fit in very well with the business school.
“Technology governance is a central business focus that simply must be addressed
from a number of disciplines,” he said.
SOT alumni should expect a particularly warm reception. “I am especially
delighted to have the benefit of the outstanding core of business advisers who have
been associated with the School of Technology,” Connelly said. “I look forward to
welcoming all SOT alumni into the fold.”

I

Seeking Shelter
GGU’s sixth Speaker Series event in February 2005 featured Larry
Langdon (pictured), partner and director of Mayer,
Brown, Rowe and Maw LLP’s Global Tax Practice and
former senior IRS commissioner. Langdon was joined by
panelists Jim Tod, senior manager at Deloitte; Thomas
Wilson, managing director at PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLC and former IRS assistant commissioner; and Joe
Walsh, GGU School of Taxation professor. The talk, “Tax
Shelters: Their Impact on our Society, Economy and the
Tax Profession,” was attended by 75 alumni, students,
faculty, staff, prospective students and members of the
local business community.
For future Speaker Series events, please visit
www.ggu.edu, click “News & Events,” then “Calendar of
Events.” —Elizabeth Knell
8
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Two students from GGU School of Law placed second in
the regional tournament at the National Mock Trial
Competition in Sacramento. The competition is a rigorous event with four full trials in three days. GGU sent
two teams, and after competitions between GGU and
teams from Willamette University, Lewis and Clark
College, and University of California, Davis, the Golden
Gate team of Dewitt Lacy and Zack Tolson was first seed
and continued on to the semifinal round.
GGU defeated Hastings College of the Law in the
semifinal, then Lacy and Tolson had an hour to prepare
for the final trial, where opposing counsel was a team
from Lewis and Clark. GGU was defeated on a 2–1 vote.
The mock trials test students’ advocacy skills and
knowledge of evidence and trial-court procedures, as they
present their cases before judges and members of the
legal community. Preparation was extensive, with practice
conducted for five hours a day, three days a week.
Director of GGU’s litigation program Bernie Segal
and adjunct Susan Leff (JD 95) coached the team;
adjunct David Phillips and alumni Vladie Viltman
(JD 99), Shahrad Milanfar (JD 98) and Brad Fell
(JD 00) presided over the team’s practice trials.

Faces
GGU faculty & staff changes
School of Law
Andrew Kaufteil joined GGU as law-alumniservices coordinator. Kaufteil, who has worked in
various event-planning and
administrative capacities
at Macalester College,
Stanford University, Edelman Public Relations
Worldwide, the National
Academy of Elder Law
Attorneys and the Environmental Protection
Agency, is a graduate of Macalester College and
the University of Connecticut School of Law.

University Library
Janice Carter was named director of the university library. Previously senior librarian and head of
information services, Carter has been with GGU
for 15 years; she has also served in the foreign
service and worked at the Library of Congress.

Welcome
to Golden Gate University’s
first capital campaign
in more than 30 years …

GGU IN A CHANGING WORLD

THE FIRST CENTURY
From its Gold Rush roots, Golden Gate University was established in 1901 as
a private, not-for-profit institution — a place where working adults
could acquire and improve skills to advance their careers. Growing out
of the night school of the San Francisco YMCA, GGU was, for much of the
20th century, the only choice in San Francisco for working men and women
to prepare for and advance in their careers while shouldering work and
family responsibilities.
Many GGU students — people who might otherwise not have been able to
obtain a

higher education due to age, circumstances, or work or fam-

ily commitments — became the first college graduates in their families. GGU has
always offered its students the opportunity to transform themselves.

THE FABRIC OF THE
BUSINESS COMMUNITY
As they were a century ago, classes at Golden
Gate are still taught largely by practicing
professionals who are working experts
in the fields and professions for which students
prepare. Members of the local business and

Edward S. Ageno (BCS 38), for whom GGU’s School of Business is named,
was the son of poor Italian immigrants and launched an extraordinary
entrepreneurial career out of the Great Depression; Rick Belluzzo
(BS 75, LHD 04) rose from the fruit fields of Santa Rosa, Calif., to run some
of the most impressive technology companies in the world, including
Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft Corp. and Quantum Corp. GGU graduates
parlay their strong work ethics into inspirational success stories —
with the help of Golden Gate University.

Known for its particular brand of professional-practice adult higher education, Golden
Gate first gained renown for quality programs in accounting, transportation, law, insurance and
business management. GGU’s courses of study have always been designed to meet the needs of adult
students and, throughout the years, GGU has responded to the changing nature of the economy
by putting forth up-to-date programs of study — from transportation in the 1950s to international
business in the 1980s to our latest degree programs focused on the Internet economy.
its 104-year history, GGU has continually adapted to meet the
changing needs of adult working students and the marketplace by offering timely programs of study in flexible formats and
During

schedules. Things at GGU are still changing: In today’s technology-rich environment, GGU offers entire degree programs
online, and many courses are available
in mixed-mode formats. Classes are
available at sites throughout Northern
California, after work, on weekends and
in expedited timetables.
What has not and will not change is our
focus: We are a private, nonprofit,
no-nonsense institution for working adults, delivering professional-practice expertise in business, law, tax and
technology. We help students build successful careers and successful lives.

financial community have provided GGU with a continuous stream of teachers
since our inception, giving a Golden Gate education its characteristically practical orientation and graduates a reputation for their ability to “hit the

ground running.”
Throughout the years, many companies — including Bechtel, Chevron, Pacific Gas
and Electric Co., Pacific Bell and Cisco Systems — have sent their employees to
GGU to be trained and educated . GGU graduates have held
leadership positions in companies such as Gap Inc., Chevron Corp.,
Macromedia, PricewaterhouseCoopers, the San Francisco 49ers, Franklin
Templeton Investments, Microsoft Corp., Bank of America and CB Richard Ellis.
Our trustees, the stewards of our public trust, include distinguished
leaders from the business, legal and professional communities. Many of them are
GGU alumni. As teachers and students, experts and advisers, the best and the
brightest of the Bay Area business community take part in the Golden
Gate experience.

IMPROVING THE PRESENT,
PLANNING THE FUTURE

A VISION FOR THE NEXT CENTURY
For more than a century, Golden Gate University has provided a quality
professional-practice adult-learning experience in Northern
California. A cornerstone of the San Francisco business community
since its birth out of the YMCA in the 19th century, GGU takes its unique
role in the fabric of the city very seriously. For many, GGU was the place
that changed their lives and allowed them to pursue rewarding and
successful careers.
Our commitment to providing exceptional, accessible
education for adults — regardless of their social, economic or ethnic
backgrounds — makes us distinctive from the many for-profit
continuing-education programs that have come into existence during
the past decade. GGU is a private, nonprofit institution entirely
dependent on its own resources. We still proudly offer our unique mix of
professional-practice expertise delivered primarily by practicing
professionals to adult learners.
To continue to deliver on our heritage and our promise, we must
invest in our future. We were pioneers in educating working adults for
professions in business, law, tax and technology; with the help of alumni and
friends, we will continue to be leaders throughout the 21st century.

Our commitment to professional-practice education
in response to marketplace needs positions the university well in its second century. In order to
keep pace with the dynamic needs of adult working students in the ever-changing 21st-century marketplace — and
to realize its potential as the preferred provider of professional-practice higher education in Northern California —
Golden Gate must significantly increase its capacity in five areas:
1. Upgrade its learning environment by renovating classrooms and lecture halls.
2. Stay ahead of the technology curve, ensuring GGU is at the forefront of universities nationwide.
3. Increase scholarship assistance to support students.
4. Provide teaching-and-learning resources to deliver the highest possible level of professional-practice education,
as required by the business community.
5. Grow the university endowment to secure GGU’s future.
To meet these critical objectives, the university is turning to alumni, friends, parents, and private foundations and corporations for

support. The goal of our comprehensive, university-wide campaign is to raise $35 million in private philanthropic support.
10
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Campaign Initiatives

The Centennial Campaign for GGU seeks to increase the
university’s capacity in five key areas:

12

Upgrading our Learning Environment
$16 million

Keeping the Technological Edge
$3.5 million

GGU’s working-adult population demands ease of access to courses,
with a ready knowledge and use of modern technology and speedy
time to completion. Web-based instruction and access to online information, learning resources and business processes allow students to
balance their work and family lives with school. Our goal is for 100
percent of our classes, both in-person and online, to effectively integrate technology with pedagogy and curricula.
As we move toward this goal in our in-person classes, our physical
environment must change. The renovation project we have already
launched gives us the opportunity to reconceptualize the kind of
learning environment that is most conducive to and supportive of
technology-enriched curricula.
The line between what has been traditionally referred to as either
a classroom or a computer lab has blurred. Effectively marshalling the
integration of technology requires that we expand and enhance the
physical environments we use for teaching, learning and scholarship.
The “classroom of the future” is a hybrid of the traditional classroom
and the computer lab, which fully supports the use of multimedia
presentations, provides faculty and students with computer-assisted
learning capabilities, allows for interaction across time and space, and
is flexible and comfortable, safe and secure. In short, it is an ideal
learning environment.
This vision is taking shape at GGU through the implementation
of our comprehensive nine-phase master plan. The construction and
renovation of teaching-and-learning facilities at the San Francisco
campus has already begun: The first three phases are complete and
include the construction of an eight-level mechanical-system silo, renovation of the second-floor auditoria into three lecture halls, and renovation of the third-floor west-wing classrooms.
Future phases will transform the university’s San Francisco facilities and provide GGU with an impressive new presence in the
Financial District. Under way are the renovation of all remaining
classrooms, the creation of a university learning center that will
include student-support services and the university library, and the
expansion of the law-school library. The renovation and expansion of
the adjacent GGU building at 40 Jessie St. and the construction of a
new entry plaza and/or atrium at 536 Mission St. are also planned.
(See p. 15 for details of the “Master Plan.”)

As the leading provider of professional education for working adults,
GGU, perhaps more than any other school, must adapt its learning
environment and delivery modes to serve the needs of the modern
adult learner. The access provided through Web-based instruction,
online information, learning resources and business processes allows
students to balance their work and family lives with school.
Technology is also not just about access; it’s about providing our
students with the professional tool sets in class that they will use at
work. We are a professional-practice institution, and that requires us
to meet professional-practice standards for technology.
Currently, about 23 percent of all instruction at GGU is delivered
via CyberCampus, our Web-based, asynchronous learning program.
Last year, 50 percent of our students took at least one online class,
and GGU’s accredited online programs have seen a 300 percent
increase in enrollments since 1998. Further, information-technology
applications have begun to permeate the curricula and pedagogy of
our in-person classes. Business- and legal-application software and the
use of myriad websites are increasingly integrated in instruction at
GGU. Our goal is for 100 percent of our classes, both in-person and
online, to effectively integrate technology.
GGU’s technology strategy, in a nutshell, is to provide ubiquitous
access to information, academic content, learning resources, processes
and transactions via a Web browser. The goal is for the GGU online
experience to be the most customer-friendly experience possible.
GGU’s technology infrastructure has been recently upgraded to
the standard used in the most efficient global corporations. As applications are built on this new enterprise resource planning (ERP) platform, overall technology resources shift from managing disparate
applications, databases and operating systems to providing users with
the tools they need to manage content, transactions and interaction
with all customers (students, faculty, alumni).

Increasing Scholarships,
Supporting Students
$6.2 million
For more than a century, Golden Gate has given working adults the
opportunity to complete college degrees, move from clerical to pro-

[ summer 2005 ]

fessional positions, and start professional careers. For alumni who
went to school on Golden Gate Avenue in the 1930s and 1940s, an
extra $100 in financial support from our school made all the difference. While the dollar amounts have gone up considerably, the heart
of the matter hasn’t changed: We strive to help our students afford
the education we deliver.
Each year, it gets harder to keep the promise of helping with
affordability and, each year, the demand for help grows. More
than 80 percent of all students apply for financial aid, which consists largely of federally guaranteed loans. Myriad factors have
caused a significant increase in demand for financial assistance in
the recent past. More workers are seeking the education and training they need to qualify for new positions. Tuition assistance provided by employers has declined. And tuition is rising: We strive
to keep tuition affordable by increasing it at a lower rate than our
regional counterparts, but we are in an increasingly competitive
environment. We cannot cut corners; we must continually invest to
keep pace with advances in the industries for which students are
preparing and ensure we offer the high-quality education for
which we are known.
A significant percentage of GGU students are from low-income
families. In fiscal year 2000–2001, 42 percent of the students
applying for aid reported household incomes of less than $23,000,
requiring significant financial assistance. To ensure we can help our
highly qualified students further their educations and careers, we
must do more. There are two ways to provide scholarship support
to GGU students:
Endowed scholarships: A permanently endowed scholarship provides funds to award scholarships each year in perpetuity. A minimum
gift of $100,000 is required to establish a permanently endowed
scholarship at GGU. This is an investment in GGU’s future: It will
enable countless generations of students to experience the finest available professional-practice education.
Annual scholarships: Contributions to annual scholarships are
paid out in financial assistance to qualified students during the year
in which the contributions are made. A $25,000 gift each year for
four years provides $5,000 in scholarships to five students during the
course of an academic year.
As part of its capital campaign, GGU expects to raise $5.2 million for 52 new $100,000 endowed scholarship funds and $1 million for 200 additional annual scholarships.

Teaching and Learning
$4 million
At the heart of the GGU mission is our commitment to provide students with the skills and knowledge they need to transform their lives
and careers. It can be easy for an educational institution to rest on the
idea that the mere attainment of a degree provides such a transformation. We believe our responsibility demands more of us. In order for
the GGU educational experience to be transformative, our students
must graduate from Golden Gate not only with an academic degree,
but with a portfolio of measurable skills and abilities, as expected by
the business community.
To ensure our students graduate with the set of skills and knowledge required by the industry of their choosing, we have embarked
on an ambitious plan of assessment and continual improvement. The
faculty of each of our academic programs is working with our business community to compile a complete inventory of the skills and
knowledge each industry expects of a graduate. While most of our
professors have practitioner backgrounds, we need further validation
from current business leaders. It is this partnership with the business
community that forms the backbone of our mission. The university
is also reaching out to business leaders through the development of
program-specific advisory boards, which will provide the level of
input necessary to ensure we are teaching our students the skills
expected of them upon graduation.
Coupled with our efforts to ensure there is a match between the
expectations of the business community and our students’ educational
experience is the recognition that our curricula must be appropriately
infused with the technology students find in the professions in which
they work or for which they are preparing. Further, it is essential that
we provide our faculty with the necessary training and development to
ensure the professional success of our students — and our graduates.
Academic technology: The need to make a substantial investment in academic technology is urgent. We cannot produce prepared
professionals without training them on the technology they need to
succeed in their jobs. And we cannot provide the finest in professional-practice education without the most advanced teaching-andlearning technology.
Faculty development: Ensuring we are providing a transformative
education to our students involves continually developing our faculty.
Given our mission, we are committed to having a faculty largely com[ ggu ]
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By the Numbers
posed of practitioners who also love to teach. This commitment carries a responsibility: The university must provide tools and training
for them to be the best possible teachers, and we must help maintain
and nurture their connections to the business community.

Endowment Growth
$5.3 million

Thanks to a devoted cadre of lead givers
(see their names on p. 22), we have already
raised nearly $25 million, which is 70 percent
of our goal of $35 million. Our actual progress
by initiative, as of June 1, 2005:

An endowment makes a promise to current and future alumni that there
will be a strong Golden Gate University for centuries to come. No other
act of generosity has such power to influence and support the mission
of an institution over time as does the creation of an endowment. It is
a deep and lasting measure of commitment to our future.
A strong endowment is fundamental to a nonprofit private university. GGU is a private, not-for-profit institution entirely dependent on
its own resources. While we deliver a high-quality education at a lower
cost per student than state schools, we operate in a highly competitive
environment. We compete with state schools receiving government
subsidies that allow fees to be set at a fraction of the cost of education. We compete with private colleges and universities with large
endowments to augment their tuition revenue. We compete with forprofit institutions that have access to funds through capital markets.
Building an endowment is a relatively new but important goal for
GGU. Comparable schools boast substantial endowments, and Golden
Gate is lagging behind. To fulfill our mission and build a strong future,
the time has come to focus on building the university endowment.
Endowed funds may be named for the benefactor or in honor
or memory of another person. Allocated earnings are spent each
year for a variety of purposes, depending on the type of fund
from which they come. There are two types of endowment gifts:
unrestricted and restricted.
Unrestricted endowment gifts ensure the university is here 100
years from now and beyond. Unrestricted gifts are among the university’s most valuable — they are given with the knowledge that the
needs of the university will change over time. The decision on how
best to use the funds rests with future GGU boards of trustees.
Restricted endowment gifts, established by a gift of $100,000 or
more, may be designated for specific purposes: scholarship aid, technology programs, library resources, professorships, visiting lecturers,
internships and other needed projects. Named restricted endowment
funds may be created at the following levels:
• Endowed Deanship: $2,000,000
• Endowed Faculty Chair: $1,000,000
• Endowed Professorship: $500,000
• Endowed Scholarship: $100,000
There is a growing difference between tuition and the actual cost
of education. GGU is determined to bridge that gap. ggu
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$16 million goal
$11,778,655 raised
74 percent of goal
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2. Technology
$3.5 million goal
$1,533,919 raised
44 percent of goal
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3. Scholarship
$6.15 million goal
$5,357,286 raised
87 percent of goal
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Golden Gate University’s
Master Plan by Jeffrey V. Bialik

1. Learning Environment

2

Building
Community

16

(millions)

university is a community:
a community of people bound together by common interests, passions
and values. A university should not be viewed just as a campus or physical location, but as a dynamic, evolving society of scholars engaged in the
enterprise of learning. But buildings and structures do play an important
role in support of a community by providing a sense of place, articulating an identity and making it easier to connect, innovate and create.
Golden Gate University is a great urban university, headquartered in a
great city. GGU has a rich history of making a difference in the lives and
careers of its students from its base of activity in San Francisco’s downtown business and financial district. Like many urban universities, GGU
has been defined by the quality of its faculty, the aspirations of its students and the accomplishments of its alumni — not by the beauty or
splendor of its physical campus. Still, a great urban university does require
a great physical environment to foster teaching, learning and community.

Phases 4 & 5
4. Teaching and Learning
$4.05 million goal
$2,904,615 raised
72 percent of goal
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5. Endowment
$5.3 million goal
$3,076,000 raised
58 percent of goal
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The Master Plan: Phases 1–3
For the past five years, GGU has had as one of its major goals to support its academic excellence with state-of-the-art facilities. Beginning in
2000, the university adopted a facilities Master Plan that set standards and expectations for its San Francisco campus and regional locations.
Since that time, four of six regional locations have relocated to newly renovated space, and work is in process on the two remaining locations.
In San Francisco, Phases 1–3 of the nine-phase Master Plan were completed in 2002 and included modification to a portion of the main academic building at 536 Mission St.: construction of an eight-level mechanical system silo on the exterior of the west wing, complete renovation of the second-floor auditoria into three lecture halls, and the complete renovation of the third-floor west-wing classrooms.
During the past 18 months, the university has been planning for the start of the next phases of its San Francisco campus development, the
soon-to-be-initiated Phases 4 and 5 of the Master Plan. The objectives for these phases are to renovate and expand the current law-school library,
renovate and expand the 40 Jessie St. building, and begin the phased relocation of all occupants and uses from leased space at the 62 First St.
building into university-owned space at either 536 Mission St. or 40 Jessie St. (The university previously owned the 62 First St. building, but
sold it in a sales lease-back transaction in 2003. The university must vacate the building in phases beginning in 2006 and ending in 2010.)

16

Phase 4: Renovation and 40 Jessie St.
The first component, Phase 4A, will partially renovate the lower level of the law-school library. We will install compact shelving to increase
the amount of shelving by 12,000 linear feet. In the process, we will reconfigure air handling, fire sprinklers, lighting and electrical distribution. This project is already under way and will be completed in August 2005.
[ ggu ]
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Phase 4B:
40 Jesse St. Renovation

All renderings have been provided by
Ratcliff Architecture and are subject to change.
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The 40 Jessie St. building is a 30,200-square-foot warehouse-style through the front door off the main lobby, providing a stronger idenbuilding, originally constructed in 1913 for the manufacture of ship tification with the university as a whole.
With the renovation of the 40 Jessie St. building, the university
boilers. The building was bequeathed to the university in 1990 by Ed
Swallow, who had used the building to house his Swallow Printing Co. will have moved a half block closer to Market Street, increasing its
prior to his death. Since 1990, the university has primarily used the 40 visibility and symbolizing a stronger physical connection with the
Jessie St. building as a warehouse and staging area for various projects. surrounding businesses and corporate offices. Students will have a
Phase 4B will change that use by expanding the building (by central location at 40 Jessie St. for support services such as applying
adding two to three levels) and renovating the interior for a student- for admission, registering for classes, accessing financial aid and purservices center and administrative offices. The completed building will chasing books. 40 Jessie St. will also provide places for students to
have approximately 50,000 gross square feet, about equal to the space congregate with other students, with faculty or with visiting alumni
that eventually will be vacated from 62 First St. This phase is sched- for group projects, informal learning or a moment of reflection away
from school, work, kids or life.
uled to be completed by August 2007.
Following the renovation of the 40
When this plan is fully
Jessie St. building, the offices currently
realized, the university Phases 6–9: The Future
occupying the first floor of the west wing
will have committed Following the completion of Phases 4 and 5,
of 536 Mission St. will relocate to the
$100 million over two the footprint for GGU’s downtown San
renovated space. These offices are
decades through a Francisco campus will be complete. All
Admissions and Student Affairs,
series of discrete remaining renovations will occur within the
Registrar, Student Accounting Services
phases, each one confines of the two buildings at 536 Mission
and Financial Aid. The vacated space on
independent of the St. and 40 Jessie St. Further work is needed at
the first floor of 536 Mission St. is
other, yet each one 536 Mission St. to realize the university’s full
directly above the plaza level of the lawinextricably linked vision of state-of-the-art teaching-and-learntogether. ing facilities, and Phases 6 through 9 will be
school library, thus allowing the lawschool library to expand up one floor
initiated as gift money becomes available.
after this space is vacated.
As currently envisioned, Phase 6 would construct a new street-level entrance plaza allowing the space underneath to
Phase 5: The Law Library
be built out for a further expansion of the law-school library. This
At present, our law-school library occupies about 23,300 square feet phase would also include new vertical circulation (stairs and an elevaon the plaza and lower levels at 536 Mission St. Phase 4A partially tor) for movement within the three floors of the law-school library.
expands capacity by adding shelving space for books. Phase 5 is the Plaza-level restrooms would also be reconfigured and renovated.
expansion of the law-school library up one floor to the first level,
Phase 7 would complete the renovation of classrooms on the fourth,
adding approximately 9,500 square feet for student study space, staff fifth and sixth floors of the west wing at 536 Mission St. to bring these
areas and shelving. This phase will also relocate the main entrance to facilities up to date. Phase 8 would update facilities on the second
the law-school library from the plaza level, which is one flight below through fifth floors of the east wing, while Phase 9 would upgrade the
street level, to the first floor, which is at grade with the street and the university library on the first and mezzanine floors of the east wing.
main entrance to the 536 Mission St. building. Following the comWhen this plan is fully realized, the university will have commitpletion of Phase 5, the recently constructed law-library annex will ted approximately $100 million over two decades through a series
relocate from the fifth floor of 62 First St. to the newly renovated of discrete phases, each one independent of the other, yet each one
law-library space at 536 Mission St. This phase is scheduled to be inextricably linked together.
completed by December 2007.
A great urban university located in a great American city defines its
Project cost estimates for Phases 4 and 5 total $24 million. This community by its members — the values and interests they share, and
amount is being funded by $13.5 million from debt and $10.5 mil- their common careers, professions and aspirations. Our new buildings
lion from donations, of which $8 million is already in the bank.
and spaces in downtown San Francisco will not define who that comAt the completion of Phases 4 and 5, law-school students will munity is, but will lend it a place to work, learn and succeed. ggu
have more and better space in the library to study by themselves or in
groups, with easier access to learning resources and, by moving the Jeff Bialik is vice president of operations and chief financial officer for Golden
library entrance to the first floor, law-library patrons will enter Gate University.
[ ggu ]
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After earning a BA at Santa Clara University and then coaching football in Mexico for a year and a half
— during which he attended medical school — Patrick Coughlin walked into GGU to inquire about
applying to law school. Though nervous about his prospective career change, he was admitted on the spot.
At GGU, Coughlin found the hands-on program he was looking for. “There was an emphasis on
practical use of knowledge,” he says. “I thought that was terrific, and it helped me right away.”
As a law student, Coughlin interviewed with many practicing attorneys who were GGU alumni. He
was impressed: “They continued to take an interest in the students coming out of the school. That experience of people helping out, of helping me out, was something I wanted to do to the extent that I could.”

Patrick Coughlin (JD 83) & Randi Bandman
In 1982, he was selected for one of only six spots in the Department of Justice’s prestigious honors program.
Starting out in the appellate section of the criminal division, he moved to the US Attorney’s Office for the District
of Columbia and then to the southern district of California, handling complex white-collar fraud matters. “That
was a good start, and I think it was because of the practical experience I got at GGU School of Law,” he says.
In 1989, Coughlin went into private practice with a firm that split off to form Lerach Coughlin Stoia Geller
Rudman & Robbins LLP. The firm recovered more than $30 billion for investors in cases such as the savings-andloan disasters in the late ’80s and NASDAQ overcharges. A further split created Lerach Coughlin, which was lead
counsel in high-profile class-action cases against Enron, HealthSouth and Qwest, and represented several state
pension funds in cases against WorldCom and AOL Time Warner.
Coughlin finds a parallel between his work and GGU’s principles: “The school seems to fight for the
underdog — like fighting for investors who lost money, or giving a voice to the smaller people in the class-action context — giving an
opportunity to people who have maybe chosen a different career path earlier on.”
He and his wife, Randi Bandman, give annually to the School of Law and made a pledge to the Learning Environment initiative to help
rebuild the law library. “I couldn’t afford to live in the city my first year at Golden Gate, so I’d spend a lot of time at the library studying,”
he explains. “I know it’s important to have a nice facility to work out of. I just knew it was important to the school.”

When Marge Randolph began attending GGU in 1973, “there

careers. I was very challenged intellectually. It was very stimulating,
were still many professors in more traditional law schools who a lot of fun and very hard work.” It’s clear that GGU impressed her,
and that she impressed GGU: After graduating she took a position
believed women didn’t belong in law school,” she recalls.
Randolph was attracted to GGU’s active commitment to recruiting as associate dean, working alongside then-Dean Judy McKelvey.
Three years later, she entered private practice with a small
women. “Golden Gate was really at the forefront of trying to get more
firm, but was quickly lured away
Marjorie Randolph (JD 77) & Stephen Cassidy by Mervyn’s. She worked at the company for 13 years, eventually becomwomen students. This was the heart of the women’s movement, and the ing senior vice president and general counsel. In 1996, she became
fact that there were so many active women who were students — as senior vice president of human resources and administration for
well as a woman dean — was very important to me,” she says. “It was Walt Disney Feature Animation and now holds the same title for
Walt Disney Studios.
really an exciting time for a woman to be going to law school.”
Randolph and her partner, Stephen Cassidy — also a lawyer —
Needing to work full time in order to afford tuition, Randolph
found GGU School of Law’s night program fit the bill perfectly. are both longtime donors to GGU. “I appreciate the education I got
“When you go to the night program and you’re working during the there,” she says. “Golden Gate was willing to take chances on some
day, that’s difficult,” she says. “But I met an amazingly diverse people that would not have had the opportunity or would not have
group of people there — people of all ages and stages of their been as readily accepted otherwise.” As part of The Centennial
18
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Lead Gifts
Alumni & friends, bequests,
and corporations & foundations
provide a strong base for
The Centennial Campaign
Profiles by Melissa Stein
Photos by Kent Taylor
Pictured, l to r: Randi Bandman & Patrick Coughlin, Stephen Cassidy &
Marjorie Randolph, Barbara & Richard Rosenberg

Campaign, they’ve made a substantial contribution to the Learning
Environment initiative: “We believe in legal education. Steve has
always been impressed with the caliber of students he’s met from

A fter a five-year stint in the US Navy,
Richard Rosenberg took a job in PR at
Crocker National Bank in 1959, then moved
on to Wells Fargo Bank. Deciding an MBA
would be helpful in his PR career, Rosenberg

Golden Gate, and I want to maintain the school because it was
something I was proud of when I went there. We think Golden Gate
has always been a special place.”

serious, committed group of students who,
in virtually all cases, were working members
of the community, so they brought an added
dimension to discussions.”
“One of my prouder achievements was

Richard (MBA 63, JD 66, LLD 88) & Barbara
enrolled in night courses at GGU with benefits
from his GI Bill. Not one to rest on his laurels,
after earning the MBA, he entered GGU
School of Law with his remaining benefits.
“It was an outstanding educational experience for me, because an overwhelming
majority of the professors were practitioners
in their particular field. They brought realworld experience into the classroom,”
Rosenberg says. He was equally impressed by
his classmates: “I found them to be a very

keeping the fact that I was going to law school
at night confidential at Wells Fargo for four
years,” Rosenberg says. “I believed I would not
be promoted, as it would be assumed that
when I passed the bar, I would no longer want
to work in banking.”
His instincts served him well: “About the
same month I passed the bar, I became one of
Wells’ youngest vice presidents.” Rosenberg
found himself at a crossroads: “I had the
choice of going back and beginning to starve
[ ggu ]

all over again as a relatively young attorney or
continuing my banking career. I chose eating
rather than starving.”
Rosenberg’s decision led him to 22 upwardly mobile years with Wells Fargo, and later
to Bank of America, where he was
Rosenberg
president and
CEO from 1990 until his retirement in 1996.
Rosenberg and his wife, Barbara, have a
long and generous history of giving to GGU;
their gift to The Centennial Campaign is no
exception. “My wife and I both have a deep
commitment to giving back to the community,
particularly to those activities that are doing
important and good work,” Rosenberg
explains. “Golden Gate does an excellent job in
providing adult learning. So helping the university financially has been a given.”
19
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The late Fred Drexler’s extraordinary rela-

be regarded as a second career in public service.
tionship with Golden Gate University started
“Throughout his life, he was always supportout on a dramatic note. While working as
ive of charities and organizations he felt a coneditor of a Bay Area newspaper in 1941,
nection with, and Golden Gate was one of those,”
Drexler decided to pursue a law degree, and
says his son, Kenneth Drexler.
GGU allowed him to attend a class to see
Beginning in 1957, Fred Drexler made a gift
whether he was interested in enrolling.
to GGU at the leadership level every single year
“On Sunday, Dec. 7, enemy forces
and seldom missed a meeting or event. He served
bombed Pearl Harbor. On Monday, the
on the GGU board of
United States declared war, and that
Fred Drexler (JD 47, LLD 71) trustees from 1957 to
evening I attended my first class at Golden
1967, chaired it from
Gate,” Drexler wrote a few years ago. “Every window at the college 1968 to 1970, then became a life trustee, as well as a member of the
was draped in dark cloth to black out the lights for fear the attack at law-school dean’s advisory board. In recognition of his dedication and
Hawaii would spread to San Francisco. Despite this uncertainty, the loyalty, the university gave him every possible honor and award,
class in torts went successfully and interestingly, and I decided to including Alumnus of the Year and the Amicus Award.
continue my education there.”
Upon his death in December 2003 at the age of 88, Fred Drexler
Drexler worked at a Sausalito shipyard for several years while left Golden Gate an incredibly generous bequest: The university
attending GGU. In 1946, he joined Industrial Indemnity Co. in San received $2.1 million from a charitable remainder trust.
Francisco as assistant to President Kenneth K. Bechtel, eventually suc“He gave money for a lasting purpose at Golden Gate: our
ceeding him as chief executive officer in 1970. He retired as chair of Centennial Campaign renovation project,” says Elizabeth Brady, GGU’s
Industrial Indemnity in 1976 — though he continued going to the vice president of university advancement. “Philanthropy was always
office nearly every day for the next 25 years — and began what could part of who he was. He was a leader and a truly charitable man.”

“Joseph Koret, a self-educated Eastern

opment, and community and economic develEuropean immigrant, built a women’s cloth- opment in the Bay Area and in Israel.
ing empire, Koret of California. But throughThe foundation is committed to explorout his life, he never forgot the feeling of ing innovative, entrepreneurial approaches
being hungry that he had experienced as a that seek to address challenges through conboy, so he wanted to help people pull them- ceptual and policy models and initiatives.
selves up by their bootstraps and become “Our board [of directors] is a group of
self-sufficient,” explains
intellectually
Susan Wolfe, the Koret
active, curious
Foundation’s director of
and problemKoret Foundation
communications.
solving peoFollowing on their
ple who have
success in the women’s clothing industry, and advanced the Korets’ vision in the 25 years
with a far-reaching commitment to philan- we’ve been in existence,” Wolfe says.
thropy, Joseph and Stephanie Koret established
The Koret Foundation has pledged a gift
the Koret Foundation in the 1960s. Activated of $250,000 to GGU’s Centennial Campaign.
in 1979 after Stephanie’s death, the foundation “We’re probably one of the few foundations
has since awarded more than $282 million in that does do capital grants,”Wolfe says. “We
grants to support K–12 public education, recognize that infrastructure is important to
higher education, arts and culture, youth devel- quality programs. The opportunity to help

“Chevron is committed to creating economic growth in communi“Education is what makes the world go
round,” said Jerry Adams in 1988 when presented with GGU’s Amicus Award. “I had to
leave school due to the Depression, and it was
heartbreaking to me. That’s why I’ve become
involved in helping the youth of today meet
their tuition.”
Adams, who died in 2004, moved his
family to San Francisco at the age of 49, in
1952. Starting out with a small investment
and adding 30 years of hard work, he and his
wife, Aroline, established themselves as
prominent hoteliers: They purchased, renovated and sold the Cartwright, the King
George, the Bedford and the Savoy, among
other San Francisco hotels.
Adams was an outspoken figure in the
hotel industry, serving as president of the
California Hotel and Motel Association and
San Francisco Hotel Association. A dapper,
lively man — always sporting a flower in
20

interest in his home — a
his lapel — he was
condominium in San
active in commuFrancisco’s Pacific Heights
nity affairs.
neighborhood — as an
“He was interirrevocable gift to GGU.
ested in everyFollowing his death in
thing: the life and
September 2004, at the
health of the city,
age of 90, the sale of this
and the health
property resulted in a
of the university,”
gift of $4.1 milremembers Elizabeth Brady, GGU’s
Jerry Adams (LHD 96) lion, the largest
bequest in the
vice president of
university advancement. “He was such an university’s history. Adams designated his
enthusiastic booster. He lit things up when legacy to the university endowment; a quarter
of the gift will establish a permanent fund
he came in the door.”
Adams was a member of the GGU for the Jerome and Aroline Adams
board of trustees from 1994 to 2000, after Scholarship, which Adams set up to honor
which he was named a life trustee. “He was his wife, who passed away in 1990.
“Jerry Adams believed in education,”
generous and loyal to this institution,”
Brady says. “He wanted Golden Gate
says Douglas Abbey, a past board chair.
In 1996, Adams designated the remainder University to go on forever.”
[ summer 2005 ]

ties through capacity building and community investment,” explains
Carol McCauley, community engagement specialist at Chevron Corp.,
the world’s fifth-largest energy company. “We do this through helping to address the areas of basic human needs, education, and small
and medium enterprise development. We believe communities prosper
when people possess the ability and skills to help themselves and are
supported by an environment that enables them
to pursue their ambitions for a better life.”
In 2003, Chevron made community investChevron
ments worldwide estimated at $60 million,
working with a wide variety of organizations,
including the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria;
the Nature Conservancy; and the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development. As part of its commitment to corporate
responsibility, Chevron is contributing to The Centennial Campaign for
GGU’s Teaching and Learning initiative, specifically supporting Golden
Gate’s Career-Development Program, which is designed to train students in career management and give them skills to use throughout their
careers. The program, which provides high-tech solutions for students
enrolled in undergraduate and graduate programs in the schools of
business and taxation, offers counseling services, online interactive
workshops and Web-based resources.

renovate the facility was appealing to [the
Koret board] because of the broader mission
of the university.”
Golden Gate’s history fits beautifully with
the Korets’ principles, Wolfe says: “Golden
Gate provides the classic Horatio Alger path
for San Franciscans who want to improve their
professional opportunities but who may have
family or work obligations that keep them
from a more traditional daytime university situation. So this is the kind of place where professional development can happen. People who
have undergraduate degrees can pursue professional degrees at night, or corporations in San
Francisco can help further educate their
employees by sending them to Golden Gate.
That kind of opportunity is something the
Koret Foundation is really interested in
encouraging — helping people who want to
pull themselves up through education.”

“Building individual capacity through lifelong learning, career
management and development is important to both Golden Gate
and Chevron,” McCauley says. “Golden Gate University trains
professionals in skills vital for their success in the 21st century
workplace. Through our partnership, Chevron can help employees
manage their careers and address the ever-changing skills needed
in a global energy company.”
Chevron has had a close relationship with
GGU for many years. Hundreds of Chevron
employees have graduated from Golden
Corp.
Gate; many are active alumni, and some also
serve as adjunct professors. Part of the reason for this successful partnership is GGU’s distance-learning
resources. “GGU enables Chevron employees to balance work and
professional development by providing classes at multiple Bay Area
locations and through the online CyberCampus,” McCauley says.
At the heart of Chevron’s core values, called “The Chevron Way,”
is a vision: to be the global energy company most admired for its people, partnership and performance. McCauley believes supporting
GGU fits perfectly with Chevron’s guiding principles: “As a company,
Chevron is committed to personal development, and Golden Gate
University provides a great opportunity for continuous learning and
professional growth.” ggu
[ ggu ]
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Campaign
Donors
as of June 1, 2005

Steering the Course
T

he Centennial Campaign for GGU began with a tremendous vote of confidence from
the GGU board of trustees, who personally pledged more than $1.1 million to support the campaign and implement the Agenda for Change. The Trustee Leadership Initiative
provided the foundation on which to build a successful capital campaign.
The campaign is being led by a dedicated, hard-working group of alumni and friends
who comprise the campaign steering committee, an ad hoc group of the board of trustees’
development committee. This group is charged with planning and implementing a successful comprehensive campaign, leading the critical activities of the Office of University
Advancement, which handles all alumni and fund-raising efforts for GGU.
Ken Weeman (MBA 90), vice chair of the GGU board and retired vice chair of Dresdner
RCM Global Investors, is chairing the steering committee. The additional steering-committee
volunteers, who are doing personal outreach to the GGU community, are:
• Lee Baxter (JD 74), retired San Francisco Superior Court judge
• Board Secretary Lydia Beebe (MBA 80), corporate secretary, Chevron Corp.
• Rick Belluzzo (BS 75, LHD 04), chair and CEO, Quantum Corp.
• Board Chair Curtis Burr (BA 74, MBA 76), principal of Burr, Pilger and Mayer LLP
• Ann Moller Caen (MBA 88), retired president of Moller & Associates
• Cameron Carlson (JD 90), president of Pacific Advisory Group
• Frank Felicelli (MBA 82), executive vice president of Franklin Private Client Group
• Judy McKelvey, dean emeritus of GGU School of Law
• Allan Rappaport (JD 85), chair of NES Holdings Inc.
• Alumni Association President Vicki Trent (JD 97), a realtor with Prudential California Realty
The hard work and confidence of these volunteers have made the future success of
Golden Gate University and its special brand of professional-practice higher education their
own personal mission.
Pictured above (l to r): Carlson, McKelvey, Felicelli, Baxter, Weeman, Trent, Burr.
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Douglas D. & Nancy R. Abbey
Jerome A. Adams, estate
Edward S. Ageno Foundation Inc.
Kevin Allen, 97
Anonymous
Norman R. Ascherman, 68
BankAmerica Foundation
Barbara A. Battaya, estate
Lee D. (74) & John D. Baxter
Lydia I. Beebe, 80
Richard E. Belluzzo, 75, 04
Leon A. & Esther F. Blum Foundation
Curtis A. Burr, 74, 76
Ann Moller Caen, 89
California Wellness Foundation
Cameron M. Carlson, 90
Chevron Corp.
Myron M. Christy, 83
George M. Cooley, estate
Patrick J. Coughlin (83) & Randi Bandman
Deloitte & Touche Foundation
Dinwiddie/Hargadon Family Fund
Fred Drexler, estate
Tracey K. Edwards, 81, 83
Geraldine A. Evans
Juanita M. Evans, estate
Frank M. (82) & Jane Beran Felicelli
Charles W. Foster, 73
Philip Friedman
Craig & Nanette Gordon
David M. Gregory, 93
Bernard J. Hargadon
Hemming Morse Inc.
Hoefer Family Foundation
Kenneth A. Housholder, estate
Howard A. Jacobs, 48
Koret Foundation
John A. Marks
John C. (84, 03) & Rosemary C. (85) Martin
Judith G. McKelvey & Robert Shaw
Montgomery Street Foundation
James R. Moore, 99
Our Children’s Earth Foundation
Lloyd M. and Rose B. Polentz
Anthony V. Pollace, 66
Frances G. Preissner, 73
Marjorie Randolph (77) & Stephen Cassidy
Allan H. Rappaport, 85
D. Paul Regan, 79
Richard M. (63, 66, 88) & Barbara
Rosenberg
Linda G. Salter
Richard D. Seifert, 58
Sara M. Tucker
Kenneth B. Weeman Jr. (90) & Kathryn K.
Weeman
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Phillips P. Yee, 78
William F. Zuendt
Ruth Zukor, estate

GGU Alumni Association
2005–2006
Alumni Association
Board of Directors
Normita Fenn (BA 65, MBA 83),
President
retired

Carmen T. Acton-Jandura (MBA 99)
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

Seante Carter (BS 03)
SBC Contracting

Noel Folsom (MPA 72)
retired

Susan Fong (MBA 86)
EDS Corp.

Jamie Hirota (MPA 92)
Samuel Merritt College

Sabina Li Pan (BS 98)
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Pratibha Singh Sampson (BS 92)
Bogdan & Frasco LLP

Twala Samuels (MS 99)
Nestlé

Julie D. Soo (JD 96)
State of California Department
of Insurance

Vicki C. Trent (JD 97)
Prudential California Realty

Cheryl Sarmiento Valdejueza (BS 97)
Daoro Zydel & Holland

Michael L. Williams (MBA 91)
CPA

Association News
Visit www.ggu.edu/alumnievents for more news and events
The Year in Review: The Alumni Association committee for
directorship elected a slate of alumni leaders for 2005-2006,
including new Alumni Association President Normita F. Fenn
(BA 65, MBA 83), a retired marketing executive from General
Electric and an experienced volunteer leader and fund-raiser.
Seven people retired from the board after years of dedicated
service: Winton W. Jew (MBA 96), past President Janis L.
Orner (BS 85), Mohsin Hafeez (BBA 82, MBA 84), Ruth S.
Astle (JD 74), Lawrence L. Chin (MBA 74), Karalyn P.
Buchner (JD 98) and Elizabeth A. Cohee (MS 95, JD 99).
This past year proved to be a remarkable one for GGU, and the
Alumni Association has kept pace. The association bylaws and
board are undergoing restructuring to grow the number and types
of opportunities in which alumni can participate with the Alumni
Association and support GGU’s strategic objectives.These efforts
will continue under the newly elected alumni leadership.
The board is seeking alumni to develop an alumni network to
share professional development and career experiences; increase
outreach to cyber-alumni and those outside the Bay Area; improve
alumni outreach through GGU E-NEWS, online services and other
means; and align alumni with their schools.

Join the GGU
Alumni Association
and reap the following
rewards:

Silent Auction to be Annual Affair: The board voted in March to
hold a silent auction annually at the alumni-awards luncheon,
and the drive for donations of prizes, services and contributions
is well under way for the 2005 luncheon on Wednesday, Oct. 19.
Last year’s auction raised $4,000 for the Alumni Association
Endowed Scholarship Fund. The Alumni Association extends a
special thank you to last year’s donors: Able Maintenance, Alta
Cuisine*, Café Flore, The Sheraton Palace Hotel*, Monico and
Lety Mateo, Bob and Normita Fenn, Shirley Alejandro, Judy
Anne’s Flowers and Gifts*, Cora and Jaime Robles, Michael
Bruno’s Luggage, Obsento Spa*, Las Muchachas*, GGU
Bookstore*, GGU School of Law, Neeto’s Café and Deli, Steve
Zimmerman*, Cheryl Sarmiento, Crebassa’s Auto Steam
Cleaning*, Rooster Run Golf Club of Petaluma, Susan Fong,
GGU*, See’s Candies, Don and Claire Trinidad, Printmaster’s San
Ramon*, Mortar Advertising*, GGU Plaza Café (Aramark)*,
Ratcliff Architects* and H&H Printing*. (* Represents gifts valued at $200 or more.)

■ Geico Auto Insurance

Stephen Zimmerman (BA 93)
Alameda Historical Museum

Benefits
& Services

[ ggu ]

■ Free Membership
■ Online Alumni Directory
■ ggu Magazine
■ Tuition Discounts
■ Counseling Center
■ Career Services
■ University Library Access
■ MBNA/GGU Visa Card
■ Patelco Credit Union

For full information about
these and other Alumni
Association benefits, visit
www.ggu.edu/alumni/
alumni_association/
benefits_services.

Lenore Junker
Alumni Services Manager
Golden Gate University
536 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-442-7824
fax 415-882-1660
e-mail: alumni@ggu.edu
www.ggu.edu/alumni
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1950s
1960s

Reed Cowan (BBA 58), a former GGU Alumni
Association president, has an audit and accounting practice in Sparks, Nev., concentrating on
quality-control consulting and peer review.
Robert J. Burastero (MBA 65) continues his
work in health-care planning and education with
Project Hope in Asia and the Middle East. He has
been with Project Hope for more than 17 years.
Ronald L. King (BA 66) retired from the federal
government after more than 41 years of providing accounting and auditing services. Studentbody president at GGU in 1966, King and his
wife, Bouala, live in Germantown, Md., and have
37 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
John L. Burris (BS 67) resigned from the
Alameda County district attorney’s office, where
he fought police-misconduct cases for 25 years.

Hugh B. Jones (MBA 68), a retired US Air Force
major, is a new dad at the age of 66. Jones
remarried in 1997 and has two sons.

1970s

Conrad D. Breece (JD 72) joined Carroll,
Burdick & McDonough in San Francisco as
partner. Breece specializes in real-estate law,
office and retail leases, and real property
acquisitions and sales.

directors. Belluzzo has also held leadership
roles at Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft. He is a
GGU trustee.
Eric J. Rautenberg (MBA 75) is executive
director of Family Service of Racine in
Racine, Wis.

Glenn K. Mork (MPA 73) became a grandfather
with the birth of Justin Alexander Peterson.

Robert A. Schaumleffel (MPA 75) became the
city manager of Creedmoor, NC, in February
2005. Schaumleffel and his wife, Anne, have
five children.

Timothy A. Stewart (JD 73) retired to Honolulu
in August 2004, after practicing law in Guam.

Roy M. Sumisaki (AA 75, BA 77, MPA 87)
retired as chief of police of Gilroy, Calif.

Ruth S. Astle (JD 74) has two grandchildren,
ages 10 and 2. Her son, David Somes, married
Grace Renaud in January.

Richard K. Rainey (MPA 76), a former California
state assemblymember for Contra Costa and
Alameda counties and former California state
senator, was principal speaker at the Republican
Club of Contra Costa County, Calif.

Curtis A. Burr (BA 74, MBA
76) joined the board of
directors at the Private Bank
of the Peninsula in Palo Alto,
Calif. Burr is a founding partner of the accounting and
consulting firm Burr, Pilger &
Mayer LLP and chair of
GGU’s board of trustees.
Lawrence L. Chin (MBA 74),
a member of the GGU Alumni
Association board, became a
grandfather: Kayla Chin was
born Dec. 20, 2004.

A Small, Small World
While at the sailing club of Palma de Mallorca in Spain, Vicente Haba
(MS 98), who lives in nearby Valencia (home of the 2007 America’s
Cup) and handles international public and media relations for
Valencia Tourism, happened upon a potential business contact from
San Francisco and set up a lunch meeting in Valencia. On the day
they arranged to meet, the woman brought along a friend. It did not
take long before Haba, who earned his MS in public relations and
worked in the Office of Marketing at GGU, and his new friend found
out they had something in common: They are both GGU alumni.
“Yano Rubinstein (JD 99) owns the Summers Rubinstein law firm
in San Francisco and is planning to open an office in Madrid,” Haba
says. “We were both at GGU at the same time during at least one
year. Isn’t it amazing? We met by chance in Valencia.”
Haba (pictured, right) sent ggu this picture of them at their hotel,
with Valencia’s “City of Arts and Sciences” behind them. If you have
unusual stories and pictures of bumping into fellow GGU alumni in
out-of-the-way places, please send them to lhauptman@ggu.edu.
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Robert L. Windus (MPA 74)
works for the US Department
of Energy, responsible for
security and emergencyresponse procedures for
Bonneville Power Administration in Oregon. He
retired as a colonel from the
US Army in 1998.
Douglas A. Barr (JD 75)
retired from private law practice in New Mexico after 30
years and is looking to start a
second career in California.
Richard E. Belluzzo (BS 75,
LHD 04), chair and CEO of
Quantum Corp., joined the
JDS Uniphase board of

[ summer 2005 ]

Larry Riggs (MPA 76) is a traffic-systems engineer, controlling 500 traffic-signalized intersections in California.
Peter J. Katsoudas (BA 77) worked as a banking executive in San Jose before retiring in
Santa Clara, Calif.
John J. Torell (JD 78) became San Diego’s
auditor and controller in March after serving 12
years as Santa Barbara County’s assistant
auditor-controller. He previously worked as an
auditor for PricewaterhouseCoopers and PG&E.
Julio C. Solis (MBA 79) was appointed volunteer instructor for the Networking Everybody
with Technology (NET) project, organized by
Community Casa of Riverbank, Calif., and
funded by SBC (formerly Pacific Bell).

1980s

Cheryl A. Larabee (MBA 80) accepted a position on the board of directors of Healthwise, a
nonprofit producer of consumer health information in Boise, Idaho. Larabee is also an
adjunct professor in the College of Business
and Economics at Boise State University.
Jonathan C. Bacon (JD 81) is counsel to the
construction-defect litigation team at Archer
Norris in Walnut Creek, Calif. Previously, Bacon
was a partner at Jackson & Wallace and the
head of the firm’s construction-defect and
toxic-mold litigation group.

Mary P. Canning (JD 81, LLM 82) contributed
to an article circulated by Knight Ridder on the
technicalities of seeking tax breaks in light of
the 2004 tax-code changes. Canning is the
dean of the GGU School of Taxation.
Margaret I. John (MBA 81) was hired by the
Shasta County (Calif.) Women’s Refuge as executive director. John was formerly chief fundraiser for Northern Valley Catholic Social Service.
Joseph M. Buonaiuto (MPA 82) retired from
the US Coast Guard and teaches history at a
high school near his home in Buckeye, Ariz.
John Foster (MPA 82) was hired by IBM Global
Learning Center, which provides direct IBM
technical support to IBM employees worldwide,
as its lead systems administrator.
John L. Grandsaert (LLM 82) was appointed to
a judgeship in the San Mateo County, Calif.,
Superior Court. He served for 17 years as the
deputy district attorney for San Mateo County,
focusing primarily on environmental, civil and
criminal law. Prior to that, he served as the
deputy district attorney for Riverside, Calif.
David W. Gryska (MBA 82) was appointed to
the board of directors of CoTherix Inc., a biopharmaceutical company focused on products
for the treatment of cardiopulmonary and other
chronic diseases. Most recently, Gryska was
senior vice president and CFO at Scios Inc.
Kathleen M. MacPherson (JD 83) completed
22 years of legal practice as an expert on extraditions. MacPherson is an extraditions adviser
to the Mexican Supreme Court.
Peter N. Fowler (JD 84) received the US
Department of Commerce gold medal for leadership in negotiating free-trade agreements in
the area of IP enforcement with Australia,
Bahrain, Singapore, Oman, UAE and Thailand.
Laurie A. Hanson (JD 84) joined Long & Reher law
firm, specializing in elder law. Hanson co-founded
the Minnesota Kinship Caregivers Association,
and serves on the Governing Council of Elder
Law of the Minnesota State Bar Association.
Virginia M. Perry (MBA 85) became a national
certified counselor through the National Board
for Certified Counselors Inc. She owns Career
Advisors in Mountain View, Calif.

Vincent Rios (MPA 85) was appointed to serve
as vice chair of the American Legion Veterans
Service Organization’s national security commission, which advises the legion’s commander for the president of the United States on all
matters pertaining to national security. Rios is
the secretary-treasurer of the American Legion
War Memorial Commission of San Francisco.
Judy L. Rodgers (MBA 85) was named vice
president/treasurer of URS Corp. of San
Francisco in January. Rodgers has more than
25 years of treasury and tax experience, most
recently with Celerity Group Inc.
Hrair A. Balian (JD 86) is a negotiator with the
Geneva Centre for Security Policy. Balian has
also served as director of security policies and
conflict resolution for several peace-keeping
organizations in Europe, Central Asia, the
Caucasus and the Balkans.
Amy Eskin (JD 86) was admitted to the
American Board of Trial Advocates, a national
invitation-only association of trial lawyers
demonstrating notable character and proficiency as trial attorneys. Eskin is a partner at
the law firm Hersh & Hersh in San Francisco.
William M. Freeman (MBA 86) is executive
director of Community Family Living in
Louisville, Ky., an organization providing homes
for people with developmental disabilities.
J. Virginia Stevens Peiser (LLM 86), a sole
practitioner in Walnut Creek, Calif., received her
certification as a specialist in estate planning,
trusts and probate law by the State Bar of
California Board of Legal Specialization. She is
also a certified specialist in taxation law and is
one of only five specialists in the Contra Costa
County Bar Association certified in both areas.
Richard B. Bullock (MBA 87), owner of Telegraph
Hill Group, graduated from the College of Disney
Knowledge for travel-industry professionals specializing in the Disney vacation portfolio.
Kathleen A. Clark (JD 87) traveled to South
Africa to advise on truth and reconciliation, and
conflict resolution. Clark has practiced civil litigation since 1988 and is an MCLE provider in
California. She is a member of and delegate to
the Association for Conflict Resolution.

[ ggu ]

University Info
San Francisco
Golden Gate University
536 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-442-7000
800-GGU4YOU
www.ggu.edu
Ageno School of Business:
415-442-6500
CyberCampus:
415-369-5250
School of Law:
415-442-6600
School of Taxation:
415-442-7880
University Advancement:
415-442-7820
University Library:
415-442-7242

Los Angeles
725 S. Figueroa St., Suite 1550
Los Angeles, CA 90017
213-623-6000

Monterey Bay
500 Eighth St.
Marina, CA 93933
831-884-0900

Sacramento
2595 Capitol Oaks Dr., 2nd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95833
916-648-1446

San Jose
50 Airport Parkway, Suite 150
San Jose, CA 95110
408-573-7300

Seattle
1425 Fourth Ave., Suite 404
Seattle, WA 98101
206-622-9996

Walnut Creek
801 Ygnacio Valley Rd.
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
925-945-7132
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Patricia B. Miles (JD 87) was appointed to the
Hercules Education Commission in 2004.

It’s Always the Quiet Ones

Steven D. Wheeless (MS 87), an attorney with
Steptoe & Johnson, has practiced labor and
employment law for 11 years. He was featured in
a “Best of the Bar” article of the Business Journal
of Phoenix. He is a former US Air Force pilot.

ne of Golden Gate University’s most anticipated annual events
took place on Feb. 18, 2005: the third annual GGU Scholarship
Reception. More than 200 student-scholarship recipients joined
together to celebrate their accomplishments and the generosity of their
scholarship donors. For many students, this was the first time they met
their benefactors in person and had the opportunity to thank them for
the financial assistance and support provided by their scholarships.
“This is one of the few events that is solely to say thank you,” said
Debra Holcomb, GGU’s director of annual giving. “It’s the time and
place we recognize the quiet philanthropists who make such a
tremendous difference in the lives of our students. It is truly a heartwarming afternoon, where GGUers from so many generations come
together to share their stories.”

O

Richard R. Hobbs (JD 89) was appointed director of the Santa Clara County (Calif.) Office of
Human Relations. He will oversee services for
immigrant and youth programs designed to
reduce hate crimes and violence. He is the former director of the county’s citizenship and immigrant programs, where he developed a model
program assisting low-income immigrants.

1

Photos by Charlotte Fiorito

Stuart M. Shartzer (MS 89) is an operations
and readiness manager in Williamsburg, Va.

1990s

Mark D. Lambert (MBA 90) joined Starsoft Inc.
as COO. With more than 25 years’ experience
as a senior executive manager and as author of
several technical articles, Lambert is a commercial and marketing expert in the water
industry. He resides in San Diego.
Raymond M. Molina (MBA 90) is the Northern
California manager for First Horizon National
Corp. He lives in Santa Clara, Calif.

2

3

A. Christine Davis (BA 92) was named director
of Hemming Morse Inc., a firm of CPAs and litigation and forensic consultants. She is an expert
witness and has authored articles for California
CPA magazine. She resides in San Francisco with
her husband, Ross, and daughters.

4
1 Scholarship recipients Treeva Stewart and Jose Moncayo
with benefactor Kathryn Ringgold (JD 70). 2 Benefactor June
Rensch and Kelly Cronin, recipient of the Joseph R. & June B.
Rensch Endowed Law Scholarship. 3 Benefactor Bruce
Lubarsky (standing, third from left) with recipients of the
Leon A. & Esther F. Blum Foundation Scholarship. 4 Christine
Fowler, recipient of the Catherine Sherburne-Thompson
Endowed Law Scholarship, and GGU President Phil Friedman.
5 Friedman with recipients of the Bella & Peter Beaton
Endowed Scholarship (and a future GGUer).
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Walter A. Tijiboy (MBA 91) was elected to the
board of directors for Hispanic-Net.org, a Silicon
Valley–based nonprofit organization dedicated to
strengthening networking opportunities for
Hispanic executives and entrepreneurs in technology. Tijiboy will serve as chair and president.
Tijiboy is president of Tijiboy & Associates, a consulting firm specializing in sales and marketing
in US and Latin American markets.

5
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Hugh Douglas (MBA 92), along with 30 former
fellow GE/Amersham employees, started
Hoefer, which designs, manufactures and supplies equipment and consumables to life-science researchers globally. Hoefer, located in
Mission Bay in South San Francisco, Calif., was
acquired by Harvard Bioscience in 2003.

Elisha W. Finney (MBA 92) was promoted to
senior vice president of Varian Medical
Systems. She was previously corporate vice
president and CFO.
Madelyn M. Mallory (MBA 93), president and
CEO of Catalyst, retained title and management
of the firm following its acquisition by MCF Corp.
Catalyst, a fee-only registered investment-adviser firm based in Oakland, was selected as one
of the top wealth managers in the United States
by Bloomberg Wealth Management magazine in
2003 and 2004. Mallory recently served as
assistant professor and director of financialplanning programs at Golden Gate University.
Ralph W. Haskew (MS 94) joined Armanino
McKenna LLP. Haskew’s professional experience includes working with high-net-worth individuals, exempt organizations and closely held
businesses. He is an adjunct professor at
GGU’s Edward S. Ageno School of Business.
Deborrah A. Klis (JD 94) works for Deloitte &
Touche and resides in Washington, DC, with her
husband, Stu Melnick, and son, Sammy.
Shirley B. Orille (MBA 94) and John A. Brazis
(MBA 96) have been married 12 years and
have one daughter. Brazis is a software-support
engineer with Oracle USA, and Orille is a business instructor at City College of San
Francisco. They live in San Leandro, Calif.
Stavros E. Stavrou (BS 94, MBA 97) is head of
the duty-free division of SPI Spirits (Cyprus)
Ltd., overseeing international trade for
Stolichnaya vodka and other spirits.
Michael J. Gomes (MBA 95) is vice president
of technical services for Precision Farming
Enterprises in Woodland, Calif., providing information-technology solutions to the agriculture
industry. Gomes has worked in agriculturalequipment sales for more than eight years and
has expertise in applying electronics to specialty crops.
Claudia Maria A. Vaccarone (MS 95) gave
birth to Milo Aldo Etienne Van Caenegem on
April 27, 2004. Vaccarone handles international marketing efforts for a leading European
satellite operator.
Garrett S. Yee (MBA 95) was promoted to lieutenant colonel and commands the 3-356th
[ ggu ]
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How to Gift
Back to GGU
How was your education paid for? Did
others help you with a scholarship funded by
alumni? The GI Bill? Subsidy from your
employer, friends or family?
Won’t you reach out to help educate up-andcoming generations? It’s hard to imagine a
charitable gift that has a more far-reaching,
positive effect than an investment in education.
There are so many ways to give — and make a
real difference.
Annual Gifts
Consider being an annual giver, and help close
the gap between tuition and the actual cost of
educating students. Use a check or credit card
to make your monthly, quarterly or annual gift
to the President’s Fund. Make your check out
to GGU, or call to make a gift by credit card.
Matching Gifts
Match your gift through your company. You may
be able to double or triple your gift by including
a matching-gift form from your human-resources
department along with your contribution.
Stock Gifts
Save on capital-gains taxes, and make your
contribution with stock or mutual-fund shares
instead of cash. If you have appreciated securities worth more than you paid for them, you
gain a charitable deduction for the full fair-market value of the shares and avoid capital-gains
tax. It is simple to do; just call for instructions.
Bequests
Include Golden Gate in your will or estate plan,
and leave a legacy of education to future generations. Request information on making gifts of
life insurance, retirement-plan benefits, stock,
property, cash or through a charitable trust.
Endowments
Establish a permanent fund in memory or
honor of someone special. An endowed fund
can be set up during your life or through a
bequest for a wide variety of purposes.
You may now give online by credit card at
www.ggu.edu/giving. Questions on how to give? Visit
www.ggu.edu/aboutgiving, call 415-442-7820, or
e-mail alumni@ggu.edu. Please send contributions to:
Elizabeth Brady
Vice President, University Advancement
Golden Gate University
536 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94105
415-442-7813, fax 415-882-1660, ebrady@ggu.edu
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Logistic Support Battalion of the Third Training
Support Brigade, 91st Division, stationed at Fort
Hunter Liggett near King City, Calif. The battalion
conducts logistics operations to support premobilization training for US Army Reserve and
National Guard units.
Karen Beyke (JD 96) served as assistant city
attorney for the city of Franklin, Tenn., and was
named editor of the Tennessee Municipal
Attorneys Association Newsletter. Beyke initiated Williamson County Bar Association’s first
Law Day celebration.
George Holland (JD 97) was named president
of the Oakland branch of the NAACP.

[ memoriam ]
George W. Ansbro (BS 51) died Aug. 3, 2004.
Henry S. Telleria (BS 51) died Feb. 16, 2005.
Mansfield Davis (JD 55) died in July 2003.
Walter R. Jorgenson (BA 61) died March 14, 2005.
Douglas C. Rigg (JD 65) died in March 2005.
Albert F. Cunningham (JD 68) died Aug. 1, 2004.
Thomas Kumbatovic (BA 69) died Jan. 8, 2005.
Gerard G. Glasser (MBA 71) died Jan. 10, 2005.
Francis M. Goodreau (BA 72) died March 1, 2005.
Bette J. Ruellan (JD 74) died May 18, 1996.
William J. Brown (MPA 79) died Aug. 26, 2004.
Thomas S. Dunn (MBA 79) died Jan. 9, 2005.
Robert D. Phoenix (MPA 80) died Feb. 24, 2005.
Mark L. Nissenbaum (JD 81) died Jan. 24, 2005.
Anthony J. Sousa (JD 82) died Jan. 12, 2005.
Kenneth J. Dries (MPA 84) died March 7, 2005.
Michael E. O’Connor (MS 84) died Dec. 30, 2004.
Katherine B. Bartlome (BS 85) died Feb. 17, 2005.
Michael B. Dinner (BS 85) died Jan. 18, 2005.
Walter D. Casebolt (MPA 87) died Feb. 23, 2005.
Ruben Lovato (BA 00, MS 03) died March 10, 2005.

John L. Krstenansky (MBA 97) is teaching,
consulting and pursuing his own research as
associate professor and assistant director of
graduate programs in pharmaceutical sciences
at Loma Linda University School of Pharmacy
in San Bernadino, Calif. Prior to teaching,
Krstenansky was a senior-level manager in the
pharmaceutical industry for 19 years.
Joseph A. Meckes (JD 97) was elected partner
at Squire, Sanders & Dempsey. Meckes is experienced in international commercial-dispute resolution, class-action defense and IP litigation.
David Metallides (JD 97) and his wife, Desi,
started their own business in August 2004.
Agora Gourmet, a specialty-foods store located
in Boston, was featured in the Boston Globe
food section, as well as Boston Phoenix magazine’s Stuff@Night as a “Hot Shop.”
Patrick J. Clifford (JD 98) took a position with
Archer Norris in Los Angeles on the toxic-tortand-complex-asbestos litigation team.
Bryan A. Cox (JD 98, LLM 98) and his wife,
Monique, have four children: Colton, 7; Tomiko,
5; Daxton, 3; and new baby, Maddox. Cox is a
public defender in Clark County, Nev.
Gene F. Durand (JD 98) was named executive
director of the special counsel’s office in San
Francisco for MPS Group Inc., which provides
work-force solutions for the legal community.
Geoffrey S. Geiger (MS 98) was awarded the
2004 Outstanding Adjunct Faculty Award by
GGU for his commitment to students and excellence in teaching. Geiger, principal at Geiger
Communications in Alameda, Calif., has been
teaching writing to public-relations and marketing master’s degree candidates at GGU’s Ageno
School of Business since 2000.
George Herczeg (BS 98) is sales director for
the Compass Group in Budapest, Hungary.

Frederick W. “Trip” Riesen (JD 99) is a member
of the Riesen Law Firm in Charleston, SC, practicing plaintiff’s personal-injury law, family law,
worker’s compensation and business litigation.

2000s

Benedicte Ghanassia (LLM 00) passed the
French bar exam and works for a pharmaceutical company as in-house IP counsel in France.

Raymond A. Russell (MS 00) and his wife,
Ferella, had a son on Aug. 9, 2003.
Brett A. Baer (JD 01) is self-employed and
lives in San Francisco.
Alan B. Bayer (JD 01) and his wife, Heather E.
Borlase (JD 01), announced the formation of
their law firm, Bayer & Borlase, in San Francisco.
Bayer practices personal-injury and employment
law, and contract litigation. Borlase specializes in
plaintiff’s employment law and election law.
Borlase was appointed to the 2005 board of
directors for the Barristers Club of the Bar
Association of San Francisco, where she served
as the 2003 vice chair and the 2004 chair of
the labor and employment section.
Catherine A. Cary (LLM 01) is the trademark
and copyright attorney for Sutton Law Center in
Reno, Nev.
Melina M. Fullbright (JD 01) was appointed
executive director of Dolores Street Community
Services in San Francisco, which provides
neighborhood-based shelter, housing, advocacy and support for working-poor men and formerly homeless people with AIDS.
Terry H. Gelber (MS 01) earned his CPA certificate. He and his wife, Barbara, live in
Oceanside, Calif.

Svetlana L. Kaff (JD 02), who left her job at
Jewish Family and Children’s Services in August
2004 while campaigning for San Francisco
supervisor, started her own law firm practicing
primarily immigration law. Kaff serves on the
San Francisco Immigrant Rights Commission.
Paul A. Leavens (MS 02) wrote an article titled
“Russia’s Flat Tax,” which was published in the
winter 2005 edition of TaxPro Journal.
Diane Navarro (MPA 02) was appointed senior
labor-relations officer for California’s department of personnel administration to negotiate
collective bargaining agreements with publicemployee unions.
Robert S. Shibata (MBA 02) has nine years of
experience developing consumer and business-to-business computer hardware and software products in New Jersey.

Mehmet O. Canseven (MS 99) established his
own company specializing in importing-andexporting consulting in Turkey.

Melissa J. Kanas (JD 01) works for Legal Aid in
New York City.

restaurant. Both eateries are in Santa
Barbara, Calif.
Laetitia Ferreira (LLM 03) passed the Paris
bar in December 2004.
Christine L. Hawkins (JD 03) is a litigation
associate for Filice Brown Eassa & McLeod LLP
in Oakland. Hawkins practices civil litigation,
specifically product liability and toxic, tort,
asbestos and premises liability.
Ewa Lockard (JD 03) started her job as a
defense attorney at the public-defender’s office
in Phoenix in October 2004.
Keith T. Mitchell (MPA 03) retired after 21
years with the US Air Force and is now the
human-resources and safety manager for the
Thomas Concrete Group in Raleigh, NC.

Peggy Burnet (LLM 03) was admitted to practice in California and New York.

Brian L. Shetler (LLM 03) was promoted to
estate-planning partner at Berliner Cohen in
San Jose.

Tao Chen (MS 03) opened Bamboo House
restaurant. Chen also owns the Takenoya

Harjot K. Walia (JD 03) was profiled by The
Recorder for her young start as a legal television

commentator/panelist. Walia appears regularly
on Fox News Live; Bay Area news station KRON 4;
and The O’Reilly Factor and Court TV. Before
entering private practice,Walia worked at the San
Francisco public defender’s office. She is a partner at Puri & Walia.
Robert L. Davis (MPA 04) is the chief of police
for the city of San Jose.
Jason Hasley (JD 04) accepted a position with
Paul, Hanley & Harley in Berkeley.
Kathleen S. MacIntyre (MPA 04) became the
downtown executive director for Davidson, NC,
in fall 2004. Previously, MacIntyre served on
the board of directors for the homeowners
association at Sea Ranch in California.
Jonathan S. Warner (MS 04) has been working
as a financial consultant for RBC Dain Rauscher
in San Francisco since September 2004.
Olga Zhukovskaya (BS 04) became an auditor
at Burr, Pilger and Mayer LLP.

✄

Stay connected!
Give us new information at www.ggu.edu/alumni (click “Join/Update/Connect”), or fill out this coupon, and fax (415-882-1660)
or mail it (Alumni Services, GGU, 536 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94105-2968).
Name ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Degree/Year

Address __________________________________________________________________________________________________
City/State/ZIP
Telephone

____________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employer

Marisa B. Schor (BS 98) works as a volunteer
program coordinator for a nonprofit literacy
organization targeting underprivileged children
in Los Angeles.

George M. Cooley (friend) died Jan. 16, 2004.
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Erik V. Heger (LMM 99) works for British
Telecom as legal counsel. Heger, his wife, AnnKathrin, and three-year-old daughter, Emma,
live in Munich, Germany.

[ alumnews / class notes ]

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Title ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
❏ Contact me about volunteer opportunities with fellow alumni.

Laura M. Bondonno (MA 02) is completing an
internship as a counselor at Catholic Social
Service in Vallejo, Calif., toward a license as a
marriage-and-family therapist.

Your classmates want to know what’s new in your life. New job? New kid? We’ll make sure you’re included in Class Notes.
What’s new: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Today’s date ______________________

[ summer 2005 ]

[ ggu ]
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[ time capsule ]

CEO?
Manager?
Associate?

No matter where you are in
your career, GGU already
considers you a success.
You don’t have to wait until you reach the top rung of the corporate ladder
to make a gift of any size to GGU. Participation is what builds success.

Golden Gate Alumni Building Success
Questions on how to give? Visit www.ggu.edu/giving, call 415-442-7820, or e-mail alumni@ggu.edu.
Direct inquiries and contributions to University Advancement, Golden Gate University,
536 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
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[ summer 2005 ]
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the
millennium
society

judy

mckelvey
Dean Emeritus Judy McKelvey, a founding member of the Millennium Society, began
teaching at Golden Gate University School of Law in 1968 and became dean of the
school in 1973 — only the second woman in the United States to become dean of an
ABA–accredited law school. McKelvey retired from GGU in 2000 and has served on the
law-school dean’s advisory board ever since.
“In 1968, I came to GGU to teach one class in the Law School. I stayed 25 years because
the university is a remarkable institution. GGU’s programs are innovative and responsive
to the needs of the law and business communities and prepare students for success. I give
because GGU is an extraordinary asset to San Francisco, and I want it to thrive for years.”

536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

With a contribution of $2,000
or more, you will become a member of the Millennium Society.
Your unrestricted, tax-deductible
gift plays a critical role in the
success of our academic enterprise.
Join Judy McKelvey and others
like her who support the mission of
Golden Gate University. Call
415-442-7820 for more information about becoming a member.
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